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From Africa to Emancipation.

Discover: essential unit vocabulary Explore: definitions of these words : Skills: language development.
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The name given to the northern states in the American Civil War

A

Freedom

B

When a country is at war with itself

C

Goods or products that are brought into a country

D

Powerful African kings / rulers

E

A person whose job it was to make slaves work

F

A person who rightfully belongs to / lives in a country

G

The northern US states in which slavery was illegal / not allowed

H

A reference to a black person (offensive / impolite?)

I

The killing of lots of people

J

A person who has no freedom, rights or gets no money for work they do

K

Goods or products sent out of a country

L

A way of selling something in which the highest price offered wins

M

Possessions or belongings of a person

N

Like a metal rope

O

A person who is anti (against) slavery

P

The name given to the southern slave states in the American Civil War

Q

To attack or fight back

R

An area of land used to grow crops

S

To set something or someone free

T

Something that is like an animal or is beastly

U

Something used to hit or punish someone or something with

V

A reference to a black person used more often in the past

W

To end or stop something

X
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The Slave Triangle
Discover: what triangular trade was Explore: what moved from place to place.

Continent : __________________

Imported

Exported

Continent : ________________

Continent : ________________-

Imported

Exported

Imported

T__

M______ P______

Exported

What happened during the ‘Middle Passage’ ?
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Discover: the conditions on board the slave ships Explore: reasons for these conditions Skill: source analysis and investigation.

How reliable is source D ?
Reasons it may be reliable
P1:

The voyage from Africa to the Americas took between 6 and 8 weeks. The enslaved
Africans were chained together by the hand and the foot, and packed into the smallest
places where there was barely enough room to lie on one’s side. It was here that they
ate, slept, urinated, defecated, gave birth, went insane and died. They had no idea
where they were going, or what was going to happen to them. Slaves were usually fed
once or twice a day. To prevent muscle wastage slaves would be brought up on deck
and told to jump up and down in their chains. Those who refused to ‘dance’ were
whipped. It has been estimated that between 9-11 million people were taken from Africa
by European traders and landed alive on the other side of the Atlantic. The average loss
was 1 out of 8 of all slaves and it can be estimated that a further 1½ million Africans still
lay at the bottom of the Atlantic Ocean between Africa and the Americas.
www.recoveredhistories.org/

6 June 1770

P2:

"The slaves made an insurrection (rebellion) which was soon
quelled (stopped) with the loss of two women."

Reasons it may not be reliable

23 June 1770

"Died a girl slave, No. 13. The slaves attempted an insurrection, lost
a man who jumped over board and was drown'd. Employed
securing the men in chains and gave the women concerned 24
lashes each."

P1:
P2:

Mostly reliable

26 June 1770

Mostly unreliable

How far does source A support C ?

"The slaves this day proposed making an insurrection and a few of
them got off their handcuffs but were detected (seen) in time."

Points of support or corroboration

27 June 1770

P1:

"The slaves attempted to escape from the hold in the night with a
design to murder the whites or drown themselves, but were
stopped by the watch. In the morning they confessed their
intention and the women as well as the men were determined to
jump overboard but in case of being prevented by their irons were
resolved as their last resource to burn the ship. Their obstinacy
(actions) put me under the necessity of shooting the leader."

P2:
Points not supported or corroborated
P1:
P2:

Mostly supports

Ship’s log recorded by Captain Robert Norris of the Liverpool slave
trading ship the ‘Unity’.

Does not support

Which source is more useful B or F ?
Reasons B is useful

(after being put on the ship) ‘...I found some of my own nation (people), which in a

small degree gave ease to my mind. I asked what was to be done with us; they gave me
to understand we were to be carried to these white people’s country to work for them. I
thought, if it were no worse than working, my situation was not so desperate (bad) : but
still I feared I should be put to death, the white people looked and acted, so savage in
manner. The filth (dirt) of the necessary tubs (toilets), into which the children often fell,
and were almost suffocated. The shrieks (screams) of the women, and the groans of the
dying, made the whole a scene of horror almost inconceivable.’
The Interesting Narrative of the Life of Olaudah Equiano. 1789. Olaudah claims to have
been born in Africa, and was transported on the slave ships. However, recently some have
questioned his account and suggest he was actually born in the USA.

P1:
P2:
Reasons F is useful
P1:
P2:

B is most useful

F is most useful

Quick Fire Questions
How many slaves died according to source E?

‘The opinion that the number of slaves were said to be crowded in them is groundless
(untrue). On the voyage from Africa to the West Indies, the Negroes are well fed,
comfortable and have every attention paid to their health, cleanliness and convenience.
When upon deck they amused themselves with dancing. In short, the voyage from Africa
to the West Indies was one of the happiest periods of a negro's life.’
In 1778 British Members of Parliament met to talk about the conditions on board
the slave ships. Slave trader Robert Norris was called to give his views.

How many slaves can you count in B ?

The most reliable source =
The least reliable source =

The Middle Passage: what was it like on a slave ship?
Discover: what Dr Falconbridge witnessed on the voyage

Explore: how he felt about this
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Skill: using empathy.

Match Dr Falconbridge's original statements with the simplified statements underneath.
‘Morning inspections frequently find dead negros and living
negros fastened together. The
dead are then thrown to the
sharks’

There were no toilets
on the boats and trying
to use the buckets
would cause fights.

‘Those furthest away from the buckets in trying to get to them tumble
over their companions on account of
being shackled. This leads to a great
many quarrels’

The movement of the sea
rocked the boat and this
caused the slaves’ skin to rub
off on the hard wood.

‘The floor was so covered in
the blood, vomit and mucus
which had come from them
because of the flux, that it
resembled a slaughter-house’

Slaves who were on
hunger strike were
forced to eat.

‘They frequently have their
skin and even flesh
completely rubbed off on
their hips, knees and elbows
by the motion of the boat. ‘

Slave women were
raped by both sailors
and officers.

‘The common sailors are
allowed to have sex with
such of the black women,
the officers indulge their
passions

The slaves had to lay
in human waste.

“Upon negroes refusing
sustenance I have seen coals
of fire, put on shovels and
place so near their lips as to
burn them”

The slaves could not
move position because
the boat was crowded.

‘The poor fellows stowed

so close to admit no other positions than lying on
their sides…..less room
than a man in his coffin’

Living slaves would be
left chained to the
dead ones in during
the night.

An Abolitionist Interviews The Ship Physician Dr Falconbridge.
Q– Hello Dr Falconbridge, what are your thoughts about the conditions in which slaves are kept on the ships, and do you agree with slave trade?
A: _________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Q- Dr Falconbridge, what was the worst thing you saw during the voyage?
A: _________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Q- Dr Falconbridge, can you describe the smell inside the ship’s hold and what caused the smell?
A: _________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Q- Dr Falconbridge, can you tell me the reasons you chose to work on this ship, because unlike the slaves, you clearly had a choice?
A: _________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Q– There was something else I wanted to ask you __________________________________________________________________________________________
A: _________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Q– Finally, Dr Falconbridge, just one more question: ________________________________________________________________________________________
A: _________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Aim: Analyse the source below then use evaluation skills to decide if it is a reliable account or not.

/ 20

‘At last, when we were in the ship they made ready with many fearful noises, and we were all put
under deck, so that we could not see how they managed the vessel. ...The stench (smell) of the
hold while we were on the coast was so intolerably loathsome....The closeness of the place, and
the heat of the climate, added to the number in the ship, which was so crowded that each had
scarcely room to turn himself, almost suffocated us. This produced copious perspirations (sweat) ,
so that the air soon became unfit for respiration, from a variety of loathsome smells, and brought
on a sickness among the slaves, of which many died -- thus falling victims to the greed, as I may
call it, of their purchasers (buyers). ‘

An extract from Olaudah Equiano’s account, ‘An interesting narrative:’ 1789.
Evidence suggests he was actually born in the USA.

Who created this source: _______________________ their job, role or position: ___________________________
Who is it for / audience: __________________________________________________________________________
When was it created:

Year:____ Century: ____ BCE

CE

Primary

Secondary

Tertiary

Where is the person who created the source from ? ___________________________________________________
What type of source is it: Letter / Speech / Diary / Other : ____________________________________________
What is the content of the source. Summarise this in your own words rather then just copy out lines.
Firstly the source says: ____________________________________________________________________________
Furthermore it reveals:____________________________________________________________________________
Additionally it illustrates :__________________________________________________________________________
Finally it shows us :_______________________________________________________________________________
Why was the source created. Is there a special reason or motive ?______________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________________
Use the bias indicators below to help decide if the source is reliable or not. Think about 1:Provenance, the origins or where the source came from .
2:Content, what the source says 3: Corroboration, is the content supported by other sources or your own knowledge?

C
O
N
T
E
N
T

Unreliable

What

Reliable

Uses facts
Uses opinions
Balanced
One sided
Softer Language
Strong Language
Calm
Emotional
Clear
Confused
Modest
Boastful
Understates
Exaggerates
Objective
Subjective
Corroborated
Not Corroborated

Unreliable

1

P
R
O
V
E
N
A
N
C
E

Who

When

Could the person know things
others do not?

Primary sources from a good eyewitness may be
truthful, but they can also be confused or
emotional. Primary sources may be recorded a
long time after the event so the person may
have forgotten some details.

Do they have an important
job?

Secondary sources may get changed over time.
The person was not there, but they can be
written with less emotion and using more
information not available at the time..

Is the person trustworthy?
Could their ‘audience’ influence what is said or written?

2

3

4

5

6

Why

Where
Where a person comes
from may influence the
reliability of a source. For
example, a German in 1942
may be biased towards a
Jewish person and a Jewish
person may feel angry
towards Germans even
today.

7

8

9

10

Does the person have a
motive or a reason to lie?
Does the person have a
reason to tell the truth?
Could it be propaganda?

Reliable

1 Source content may
may not
make the source reliable because: ___________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Example from the source : “_____________________________________________________________________”
2: The source provenance may
may not
make the source reliable because:
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
3:Any other ideas why the source may or may not be reliable. Is the source supported / corroborated?
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________

What Happened At the Slave Markets?
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Discover: how slaves were sold Explore: how slaves may have felt Skills: empathy + making predictions.

If they survived the journey on the slave ships and made it to the Americas, captured Africans would most likely be
sold at a slave auction. Before being sold they were washed and cleaned and fats and oils were rubbed into their skin.
Hot tar was rubbed into any sores or wounds. There is evidence that some slaves who suffered from dysentery
(diarrhea) had rope pushed up their backsides to block it for awhile. Why do you think these things happened?

A Slave’s Story
An account by former slave William Bells Brown, 1848.
’I shall never forget a scene which took place in the city of St. Louis, while I
was in slavery. A man and his wife, both slaves, were brought from the country to the city, for sale. The man was first put up, and sold to the highest bidder. The wife was next. My eyes were intensely fixed on the face of the
woman, whose cheeks were wet with tears. But a conversation between her
husband and his new master attracted my attention. I drew near them to listen. The slave was begging his new master to purchase his wife. Said he,
"Master, if you will only buy Fanny, I know you will get the worth of your
money. She is a good cook, a good washer, and her last owner liked her
very much. If you will only buy her how happy I shall be." The new master
replied that he did not want her but if she sold cheap he would purchase her.
I watched the countenance of the man while the different persons were bidding on his wife. When his new master bid on his wife you could see the
smile upon his face, and the tears stop; but as soon as another would bid,
you could see his change and the tears start afresh’.
Create an ending to the account of William Bells Brown

What do you think is happening in the picture to the right?

